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Living safely and securely is a basic human desire with many 
facets. Its satisfaction has psychological and societal, but also 
technical, legal, and economic implications. Moreover, rapid 
progress in networking sensors producing an ever increasing 
diversity of information has profoundly transformed the notion 
of public security. This technological revolution is driven by 
algorithms for extracting high-value information from sensor 
data streams – an enabling technology rooting in the Aerospace 
and Electronic Systems community. Besides discussing general 
design principles of security assistance systems, it is a serious 
concern to pinpoint also societally relevant challenges that are 
pressing and to be solved in an interdisciplinary approach.

SAFETY AND SECURITY—DESIRABLE GOODS AT ALL?

Perhaps it is not as obvious as we may be used to think that 
safety and security are desirable goods at all.

The influential philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–
1900) at least, whom not so few people call the first of truly 
post-modern men [1], is by no means recommending us to satis-
fy our desire for safety and security: “For believe me: the secret 
for harvesting from existence the greatest fruitfulness and the 
greatest enjoyment is – to live dangerously. Build your cities 
on the slopes of Vesuvius! Send your ships into uncharted seas! 
Live at war with your peers and yourselves!”[2].

In a “dangerous” world, however, safety and security have 
become fundamental requirements, first of all, for mental lib-
erality and cultural achievements. Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770–1827), whose Chorus in his Ninth Symphony has be-
come Europe’s anthem, quite openly confesses: “It must be the 
aspiration and the aim of each true artist to acquire a position, 
where he can devote himself totally to the composition of larger 
works and is not prevented from this by a lack of safety and 
security” [3]. It is perhaps worthwhile to note that German as 
other European languages does not distinguish between “safe-

ty” and “security,” but covers both notions with a single term: 
Sicherheit.

Moreover, safety and security are basic for calculable eco-
nomic and societal processes, providing services of public in-
terest, or achieving proper social balancing. In addition, mod-
ern industrialized societies fundamentally depend on inherently 
risky technologies. Corresponding safety and security technolo-
gies are thus enabling stability and prosperity.

Not unexpectedly, the fundamental human desire for safety 
and security, taken as an individual and societal phenomenon, 
has been an object of philosophical, psychological, and histori-
cal speculation for a long time. “But let our maxim be: for be-
ing safe and secure, sacrifice to the evil demons!” recommends 
the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788–1860). “The clear-
est example of this rule is the insurance premium. . . . It is a 
sacrifice publicly offered up” [4]. Akin to Nietzsche, Sigmund 
Freud (1856–1939), the founder of psychoanalysis, seems to 
see the desire for safety and security rather skeptically: “Civi-
lized man has exchanged some part of his chances of happiness 
for a measure of safety and security [5],” while the Austrian 
historian and novelist Stefan Zweig (1881–1942) also sees a 
link to insurance: “The century of safety and security became 
the golden age of insurance industry. . . . Only who expected 
the future unworried, could enjoy the present time with happy 
sentiments” [6].

APPROACH AND PHILOSOPHICAL PRELIMINARIES

Since safety and security are basic human desires [7], their sat-
isfaction is expected to be a major political, societal, legal, and 
psychological factor of governmental and private agency that is 
creating a corresponding safety and security industry. How can 
safety and security be improved by morally and legally con-
formable, societally acceptable, as well as economically afford-
able “products” or “services” to be offered on appropriate mar-
kets? Needless to say, the “Edward Snowden effect” not only in 
Europe has made a wide public aware of these issues.

To provide possible contributions for answering these dif-
ficult questions from a systems engineering point of view, this 
article basically follows three lines of thought:

1. In a sociopolitical perspective, we consider the desire for 
safety and security as a fundamental function of responsi-
bility of government introducing the problem of reconciling 
the values of greater safety and security with the values of 
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the liberality, freedom, personal dignity, or privacy that an 
individual foregoes.

2. In a systems engineering and architectural perspective, we 
discuss principles that allow the design of effective safety 
and security systems that are scalable and adaptable, and 
may facilitate the assessment of the value of the additional 
safety and security against the liberty, freedom, and privacy 
lost.

3. Guided by the spirit of concept development and experi-
mentation [8], we consider a modular, prototypical realiza-
tion as a “concrete example” that is addressing the problem 
of hazardous material localization in public infrastructures 
along with the concepts and principles previously discussed.

Since any systems engineering approach to public safety 
and security is at least implicitly embedded in a philosophical 
framework, the views underlying our considerations should be 
made explicit at least to a certain degree. We hope these views 
have a potential of being widely acceptable.

Besides being capable of “insight,” human beings, and part-
ly even other living creatures, are often said to be characterized 
by their ability of using tools for interacting with their envi-
ronment and of communicating with other creatures or reflect-
ing on themselves that may provide additional “insight.” This 
very general observation seems to be visible in the polarity of 
Western civilization with its technology-driven and language-
encoded strands of thought. The “tools” for improving safety 
and security seem to be the emerging sociotechnical infrastruc-
tures that massively gather data and transform them into infor-
mation, the basis for decision making and governmental as well 
as private agency. Quite obviously, such technological systems 
have normative impacts and are intimately related to legal sys-
tems seen as a language-encoded “repository of knowledge, a 
formal accumulation of practical judgments. The law embodies 
the core insights about the way the world works and how we 
evaluate it” [9]. In other words, the issues of safety and secu-
rity enforce a joint effort of the two polar strands of Western 
civilization.

Of crucial importance is the relation between the emerging 
safety and security technology and the notion of an individual 
human subject born with free will, capable of and account-
able for deliberate intentional action, and entitled to “inalien-
able fundamental rights to which a person is inherently entitled 
simply because she or he is a human being” [10]. This very 

hallmark of Western democracy and the basic assumption of 
Western legal systems is the guiding principle also in our ap-
proach, where we consider liberality, freedom, personal dignity, 
privacy, etc., as “inalienable fundamental rights.”

The notion of inalienable natural law and human rights as a 
consequence of it are fundamental to Western civilization [11]. 
When visiting the German Parliament in 2011, Pope Benedict 
XVI briefly sketched the legal heritage of the Western world: 
“In the first half of the second century B.C., the social natu-
ral law developed by the Stoic philosophers came into contact 
with leading teachers of Roman Law. Through this encounter, 
the juridical culture of the West was born, which was and is of 
key significance for the juridical culture of mankind. This pre-
Christian marriage between law and philosophy opened up the 
path that led via the Christian Middle Ages and the juridical 
developments of the Age of Enlightenment all the way to the 
Declaration of Human Rights and to our German Basic Law 
of 1949, with which our nation committed itself to ‘inviolable 
and inalienable human rights as the foundation of every human 
community, and of peace and justice in the world.’” [12]

Rooted in ancient Roman and medieval juridical thinking, 
but from a different philosophical perspective, political thinkers 
such as Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679), Samuel von Pufendorf 
(1632–1694), and John Locke (1632–1704) have in modern 
times made the notion of “inalienable rights” a key element in 
the United States Declaration of Independence and the Consti-
tution of the United States as well. Especially von Pufendorf’s 
political concepts have become part of the cultural background 
of the American Revolution. In view of these considerations, 
medieval and modern European and U.S.-American legal tradi-
tions at least in certain, but essential, points coincide.

INSURANCE, LAW, AND INFORMATION FUSION

Some historical reflections and a look at the parallels between 
insurance industry and emerging safety and security technolo-
gies provide a starting point and initial insight.

Insurance companies improve safety and security for indi-
viduals or legal entities by providing financial compensation 
of contingent, uncertain losses. This is made possible by col-
lecting relatively small monetary contributions from a large 
number of insurees. Consequently, the methodological basis 
of this business model is mathematical statistics for calculating 
appropriate premiums, while its modern enabling technology 
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is provided by information engineering due to its nature as a 
mass business. Already in the 1950s, insurance industry began 
to introduce computers [13], invented in the 1940s by Konrad 
Zuse (1910–1995) [14] and others in the United States and the 
United Kingdom. Needless to say, insurance industry is of high 
economic importance for modern societies.

Statistics and informatics, however, are also the backbones 
of the emerging and rapidly evolving safety and security tech-
nologies for reducing risks caused by contingent, uncertain 
threats. In contrast to insured events, where post-loss compen-
sation is contracted, loss prevention is in the focus here. By 
analyzing uncertain, incomplete, imperfect, and massively col-
lected sensor and context data, safety and security threats are 
to be recognized before injuries and damages have occurred 
or at least mitigated in their effects. Along with technological 
progress, a specialized industry is marketing safety and security 
products or services with an ever increasing economic impact. 
A recent study of the German Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology anticipates for the German safety and security 
market in 2015 a value of more than 30 billion Euros [15], al-
ready the sixth part of the total German premium income in 
2012 [16]. Moreover, in analogy to insurance law, legal struc-
tures for supervising safety and security technologies are cur-
rently framed [17].

Perhaps rather surprisingly, the notion of “subjective prob-
abilities“ and their “fusion” by “uncertain reasoning” have been 
developed in medieval rabbinic jurisdiction, where even a first 
idea of the Bayesian formalism has been developed [18]. Anal-
ysis of evidence, methodical questioning, calculation of risks, 
and evaluation of uncertain data, reports, and particular circum-
stances—all these tasks to be solved wherever human beings 
form a society—in one way or other involve accumulation of 
individual probabilities. According to modern terminology, this 
reasoning is called “information fusion” and enables the design 
of assistance systems for computer-aided reasoning and deci-
sion making [19]. In analogy to mechanical tools facilitating 
human labor and enhancing human physical strengths, infor-
mational assistance systems serve as “cognitive tools” that en-
hance our mental capabilities to deal with uncertain data that 
may massively be streaming in by providing “situation pic-
tures” of possibly dynamically evolving phenomena.

First philosophical reflections along these lines have already 
been made in medieval scholasticism, culminating in the work 
of the logician, philosopher, theologian, and poet Raymundus 
Lullus (c. 1232–1315), one of the early ancestors of modern 
computer science [20]. His Ars generalis ultima, published in 
1305, is considered as the first idea of a general purpose com-
puter. It influenced the thinking of the Jesuit Athanasius Kircher 
[21] (1602–1680) and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646–1716), 
who contributed to the intellectual foundations of modern com-
puter science. Interestingly enough, Leibniz is also among the 
founders of modern actuarial science [22].

A pioneer of modern sensor data and information fusion 
is Thorvald Nicolai Thiele (1838–1910), an outstanding Dan-
ish astronomer, actuarian, and mathematician, who is perhaps 
not adequately remembered. In his famous textbook Statistical 

Methods (1932), the mathematician Ronald A. Fisher (1890–
1962) provides a list of the main contributors to statistics con-
taining only six names: Bayes, Laplace, Gauß, K. Pearson, 
Student (Gosset), and Thiele [23]. While Fisher’s information 
matrix is a fundamental notion in information fusion as well, 
Thiele’s extensive paper “The General Theory of Observations: 
Calculus of Probability and the Method of Least Squares” 
(1889) contains many ideas shaping modern sensor data and 
information fusion, e.g., a complete version of the Kalman fil-
ter and smoother, a clear and distinct expression of the idea of 
likelihood, and an instance of what is now called the Expec-
tation-Maximization algorithm that is useful, e.g., for solving 
data association problems in fusion applications [24]. Among 
his many other activities, Thiele was founder and mathematical 
director of the Hafnia insurance company, Copenhagen, which 
existed until 1992. Also a large portion of Harald Cramér’s 
(1893–1985) work, whose famous Cramér-Rao-Lower-Bound 
using Fisher’s information matrix is a key tool in current fu-
sion research, concerned the field of mathematical risk theory, 
actuarial science, and insurance mathematics [25]. Obviously, 
insurance and information fusion are the two major ways to do 
business with statistics, where fusion still has an enormous po-
tential of development, scientifically and economically.

THE NOTION OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY

Before any further considerations on safety and security tech-
nology evolving from these roots, a look at the concise defini-
tion of public safety and security in juridical handbooks might 
provide some clarity: “The notion of public safety and security 
covers the integrity of the . . . fundamental institutions . . . of the 
state as well as the integrity of health, honor, freedom, property, 
and related objects of legal protection of its citizens. Defense 
against endangerment of public safety and security is the task 
of public safety and security authorities.” [26]

Considering a familiar example, “integrity of health and 
property of citizens” is certainly affected by automotive traffic, 
for in the European Union alone more than 26,000 traffic deaths 
have been reported in 2013 [27], while globally 1.2 million per-
sons have lost their lives due to traffic accidents. According to 
the previous definition, public safety and security authorities 
should actually forbid private transport in view of these facts. 
Nevertheless, individual mobility is a desirable good of high 
public and economic interest.

According to these considerations, there is a need for prop-
erly pursuing the apparently competing goods of public safety 
and security and individual mobility in a way that is harmo-
nized to correspond to the common good. For reaching this 
goal, a triple strategy, based on the three pillars of technology, 
law, and insurance, has been developed over decades:

1. Primarily, injuries and damages are prevented or mitigated 
in their effects by a hierarchy of technological measures, 
such as vehicle inspections, robust vehicle bodies, passen-
ger belts, airbags, or by the most recent advance, multiple 
sensor driver assistance systems.
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2. This engineering work is accompanied by developing ap-
propriate legal structures comprising road traffic law, in-
cluding mandatory seat belt wearing or banning of mobile 
phone use by drivers, etc. In addition, proper police authori-
ties enforce such regulations.

3. Since the financial loss by traffic accidents may easily ex-
ceed individual fortunes, the monetary aspects of affecting 
“integrity of health and property of citizens” is covered by 
a specialized traffic insurance industry, which has a large 
economic impact itself.

In this more general systemic approach, technology is put in 
context with complementary, nontechnological elements. Obvi-
ously, this approach is practically proven and effective. From its 
maximum of more than 20,000 traffic deaths on German roads 
in the early 1970s, this number dropped down to 3,340 in 2013, 
while the number of registered vehicles has grown from 14 mil-
lion in 1970 to 52 million [28]. As these numbers show, indi-
vidual mobility, taken as a private individual good, can rather 
successfully be pursued in a means that corresponds to the com-
mon good, i.e., assisted by technology, law, and insurance.

A quite analogous triple strategy based on technological, le-
gal, and actuarial measures, has been developed for other risky 
technologies as well, such as air traffic control, off-shore or 
chemical industry, and even nuclear industry, while in the latter 
case this strategy certainly reaches its limitations because of the 
sheer size of potential harm.

The discussion of the individual mobility example also il-
lustrates that individuals often appear to take a comparatively 
simple utilitarian view placing a subjective value upon the 
benefit and cost-loss considerations, which can lead to a sub-
stantially different stance when compared to government sur-
veillance. Internet platforms such as Google and Facebook or 
smartphone tracking provides examples where even technically 
well-informed individuals appear to be perfectly content to sur-
render substantial privacy in exchange for a “no-cost service” 
that provides benefits they value. This rather puzzling psycho-
logical phenomenon should be analyzed in greater detail.

In the 9/11 attacks, 2,976 citizens died. The attacks in Ma-
drid on March 11, 2004, and in London, July 7, 2005, cost 191 
and 56 lives of citizens, respectively. According to the previous 
definition, defense against endangerments of public security by 
such attacks is the task of public authorities. Even more than 
mobility as in the previous example, liberality, privacy, infor-
mational self-determination, civil rights, preservation of re-
spectful treatment, and personal dignity are (highly!) desirable 
goods, even natural rights.

Why shouldn’t we react in a similarly unexcited manner 
to resolve this dilemma? Why shouldn’t we be following the 
well-proven triple strategy with its three pillars, i.e., a combina-
tion of preventive or mitigating measures of risk management 
(technologically and legally based), which is complemented by 
financial residual risk compensation, i.e., by insurance? As the 
individual mobility example shows, this approach may increase 
the value that both society and an individual can derive from a 
risky activity that involves a large number of organizations and 

individuals whilst simultaneously bounding cost and risk. The 
“point of balance,” however, is not necessarily static over time: 
the perceived level of terrorist risk/activity, for example, may 
cause it to move.

One might argue that terrorist events are essentially delib-
erate acts in contrast to merely “accidental” traffic accidents. 
Since this systemic approach is undoubtedly effective also in 
case of other deliberate acts, such as speeding or drunk driving, 
and even in crime prevention, e.g., housebreaking, we expect 
The Three Pillars of Public Safety and Security to be an effec-
tive strategy even in case of terrorist crimes and other safety 
and security applications.

SECURITY ASSISTANCE: GENERAL PRINCIPLES

In the domain of public security, multiple sensor security 
assistance systems are expected to play a role comparable to 
existing car driver assistance systems, i.e., contributing to the 
first, the technological pillar of a triple strategy.

Considering a concrete example, let us focus on detecting 
and preventing harm caused by hazardous materials in public 
infrastructures, e.g., by explosives or radioactive substances. 
The related events are contingent, uncertain, and rare, when 
happening, however, resulting in serious injuries of the “integ-
rity of health, honor, and property” of a large number of citi-
zens. Such events may even threaten “fundamental institutions 
of the state.” Typically, security contractors, a new and highly 
specialized profession, are responsible for countering such 
threats, thereby acting on behalf of public authorities. Let us 
consider a departure hall such as shown in Figure 1. Obvious-
ly, the security forces need support to fulfill their duty in such 
scenarios. Desirable are informational assistance systems that 
pinpoint potential threats, such shown in Figure 2, where a per-
son is labeled as a potential threat, e.g., as carrying homemade 
explosives similar to the London attacks in 2005.

More generally speaking, automated recognition of security 
relevant features in public scenarios is a key functionality of 

Figure 1.  
A public infrastructure with security personnel (© by IK’s World Trip 
under CC-by-2.0).
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security assistance systems. It has to fulfill several overall re-
quirements that need to cover a broader range of issues than 
conventional engineering standards such as:

1. Unburden from routine and mass tasks to gain room for hu-
man expertise and insight.

2. Focus human attention to potential threats, hazards, or 
anomalies as a key functionality.

3. Preserve dignity and informational self-determination by 
collecting threat-relevant data only.

4. Operate permanently without interfering with or annoying 
everyday public life.

5. Exploit sensors enabling apprehension beyond natural sens-
es for threat recognition.

6. Indicate properly the possibly limited quality of inferences 
from inaccurate and incomplete data.

7. Profit from technology trends (sensors, communications, 
databases, processors).

8. Fuse multiple sensor data and context information to the ex-
tent that is allowed.

9. Guarantee constant and standardized quality levels for any 
module used in public security applications.

10. Design scalable architectures to be adapted to large diverse 
networks of sensors and data bases.

11. Enable the utility-cost-privacy balance of each module be 
understood and its impact assessed.

12. Provide intuitive interfaces to human decision makers, 
adapted to their specific needs.

Essentially, multiple sensor security assistance systems that 
are designed along these lines combine the strengths of auto-
mated and human data exploitation by:

 C real-time analysis of large streams of multiple sensor data 
and context databases,

 C while enabling high decision competence in individual 
situations by expert knowledge.

Security assistance systems may thus be considered as 
“cognitive tool.” They provide providing awareness of threats 
that enhance our natural mental capabilities of dealing with 
large amounts of security relevant sensor and context data in 
an analogous way as mechanical tools enhance our physical ca-
pabilities. Their development should be accompanied by con-
sidering technology-driven legal aspects and covering residual 
risks by properly designed insurance products. Moreover, by 
identifying fundamental technological limitations of preventive 
measures and quantitative performance analysis of modular and 
standardized security assistance systems, the residual risks and 
therefore even corresponding insurance premiums may become 
calculable, which would otherwise hardly be possible.

ON HAZARDOUS MATERIAL LOCALIZATION

Returning to the London terrorist example shown in Figure 2—
what makes the labeled person suspicious? Is there a chance to 
sense the threat connected to him, to single him out in a crowd 
of nonsuspects?

There is certainly little chance of threat recognition by video 
analytics alone. Probably, the suspect has not shown any type of 
individual behavior not being shared with many other persons. 
What makes him different, however, is the very fact of carrying a 
significant amount of explosives, homemade explosives that to a 
certain extent “smell,” not to human noses, but to dogs’ noses, for 
example, and olfactory chemical sensors. While in the biosphere 
“noses” are among the oldest of senses, their technical equiva-
lents are still subject to a rapid technological development. Only 
recently, they have reached a level of maturity that makes their 
use an option for a growing number of hazardous materials. See 
Figure 3 for experimental examples. Chemical sensors detecting 
even traces of popular explosives in open systems, however, are 
still in a prototypical state and not yet available as stable prod-
ucts. In 3–5 years, however, this situation is expected to have 
changed completely. System design considerations taking these 
new sensing options into account should thus start right now.

The design principle of a potentially inexpensive class of 
chemical sensors with enormous market potential, so-called 
quartz microbalances, is quite intuitive [29]. Basically, they 
consist of an oscillating quartz crystal coated with a macro-
molecular receptor substance that selectively absorbs particu-
lar substances to be detected. Even a few absorbed molecules 
cause an increase of mass attached to the oscillating crystal, 
which is sufficient for inducing a tiny, but measurable frequen-
cy shift. Quartz microbalances can thus be highly sensitive. By 
considering crystal arrays with different coatings, a significant 
selectivity can be reached as well. With this principle, even 
sensors for detecting biological agents are within reach, where 
enzymatic coatings are reversibly reacting with particular pro-
teins, viruses, or even bacteria.

Figure 2.  
Potential terrorist such as in the London tube attack 2005 (labeled red, 
© by drp under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)
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Apart from all physiological or chemical differences in ol-
factory senses or sensors, a fundamental commonality of all 
attribute sensors of this type can be identified, i.e., their inher-
ently limited space-time resolution capability. While attribute 
sensors are able to detect the presence of a particular substance 
or classes of substances among a variety of alternatives, they 
on principle are unable to provide useful information on their 
location. They neither enable any association of the sensed sig-
nature to a particular carrier, nor any tracking of its position 
over time if the substance is carried on. The same observation 
is valid for wider classes of attribute sensors such as radioactive 
sensors.

Obviously, the situation in Figure 1 is by far too complex to 
provide any reasonable technological aid, at least in the foresee-
able future. To enter public places like this, however, persons 
often have to pass well-defined access areas, skywalks, or es-
calators such as shown in Figure 2, where the complexity of 
the surveillance task is much reduced. Tunnel-type areas, where 
persons enter, stroll along, and finally leave, enable a space-
time approach for tracking-aided hazardous material localiza-
tion. We may span a temporal basis to collect data over time and 
exploit space by spatially distributing attribute sensors along 
the walls. The temporal dimension is used by video cameras 
or laser scanners for tracking each person. By fusing measure-
ments of each chemical sensor over time with the tracking data 
of all potential carriers of hazardous materials, we get a chance 
to overcome the limited space-time resolution capability of at-
tribute sensors. More abstractly speaking, we wish to learn from 
uncertain data, which time-varying object can be classified as 
suspect or nonsuspect [30].

HAMLET: AN EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE

To illustrate tracking-aided multiple object, multiple sensor 
classification for informational security assistance systems, we 
discuss an experimental set-up called HAMLeT (Hazardous 
Material Localization and Person Tracking) [31]. A prototypical 
demonstration system like HAMLeT may serve as an example 

of how taking sensors plus associated system components, in-
cluding a walkway, for example, creates a safety and security 
assistance module that conforms to the design principles identi-
fied earlier.

Firstly, relevant object properties are to be identified and 
modeled, e.g., by random vectors their kinematical character-
istics, by random matrices their shape, by discrete random va-
riables the class they belong to, such as “nonsuspect” or “sus-
pect” along with the potential type of threat. The collection of 
such quantities referring to a particular object at a given time 
defines the object state at this very time. For dealing with un-
certain knowledge on objects states, appropriate functions of 
them are considered, mainly probability density functions, but 
also proper generalizations of this notion, such as probabil-
ity hypothesis densities [32] or intensity functions [33]. Spiky 
functions of this type indicate precise information on the states, 
while multimodal or “broad” functions represent ambiguous or 
imprecise knowledge. Data-driven “learning” of object proper-
ties is essentially an iterative updating of such functions. For do-
ing so, the relationships between sensor data and objects states 
are to be modeled, as well as possible errors and uncertainties 
attached to them. Formally, this is described by functions of 
the object states, measurements, and sensor parameters, called 
likelihood functions, which reflect the physical characteristics 
of the sensor data to be processed in the updating procedure. 
For initiating or terminating this learning iteration, statistical 
decision making is required.

A key problem in hazardous material localization is uncer-
tainty on which position and attribute measurements are to be 
associated to which individual object. Among several solutions, 
Expectation-Maximization methods prove to be of particular 
value providing a unified and actually very beautiful frame-
work. According to this methodology, each measurement is 
associated to all persons of interest with appropriate weight-
ing factors. Ideally, measurements actually originating from a 
particular person have weight one; all other measurements zero 
weight. Expectation-Maximization serves as a method to esti-
mate the weighting factors from the measured data iteratively. 

Figure 3.  
Detection of gases and radiation in open systems. (a) The semiconductor sensors (pictured at left) absorb molecules on a metal-oxide (MOx) coating. (b) 
The sensor uses coated quartz micro balances (QMB). (c) The scintillation counter counts gamma quanta from radioactive sources, potentially indicating 
“dirty” bombs.
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In other words, joint estimation of objects states and data as-
sociation weights is considered [34].

Chemical sensors are influenced by numerous external fac-
tors not easily modeled. Of strong impact on the data quality 
and time delays involved are the distances between potential 
carriers, their velocities, temperature, humidity and other en-
vironmental parameters such as the degree of turbulence, etc. 
For designing overall system parameters and quantitative per-
formance predictions, experimental investigations are therefore 
inevitable. Figure 4 shows the experimental system HAMLeT, 
where in a corridor persons are entering and leaving. Three la-
ser range scanners, four chemical sensors, and three miniatur-

ized gamma spectrometers are collecting data. For a detailed 
description of the methodology used and experimental results 
obtained see [35]. Figure 5 provides an impression of the sys-
tem’s operation.

Of growing concern for public safety and security are so-
called dirty bombs, a threat that came to global awareness by the 
2014 Nuclear Security Summit [36]. In such devices, radioactive 
materials, readily available for medical or commercial use, are 
combined with conventional explosives to be used for dispersion 
in public infrastructures [37]. Their damage potential is high in 
view of contamination, health damage, and the psychological and 
societal impact in general. The HAMLeT approach might be use-

Figure 4. 
Views of the HAMLeT system. In the upper row, (a) and (b) show the system plan and a photo of the system assembly. The middle row is dedicated to 
the sensors that are integrated with the system. In particular, (e) sketches the air stream which blows molecules towards the chemical sensors hooked into 
the tubes. The lower row shows people walking through the system corridor. (© by Fraunhofer FKIE).
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ful in this context as well (see Figure 3c) [38]. There is also an 
ever increasing need for localizing radioactive materials in logis-
tic chains or when deconstructing nuclear plants, where millions 
of tons of radioactively contaminated concrete and other debris 
have to be transported safely. A mobile version of the HAMLeT 
tunnel may be helpful even in case of catastrophes where inci-
dents at chemical or nuclear plants are involved.

To sum up: by quantitatively analyzing the performance 
characteristics of an experimental system such as HAMLeT, it 
is in particular possible to assess the utility-cost-privacy bal-
ance, to define information needs and information outputs, to 
define the usual engineering interfaces and standards, and to 
define contractual interfaces. It also provides a means to mea-
sure or assess the marginal impact upon utility/cost/privacy of 
providing access to additional background, context, or histori-
cal information, or of providing additional output information. 
Systems like HAMLeT thus provide a means to test emerging 
architectures for security assistance systems.

LAW COMPLIANCE BY DESIGN?

Besides its use for system design considerations and quantita-
tive performance prediction and evaluation, HAMLeT may also 
serve as a concrete example to raise societally relevant aspects 
of security assistance systems and to discuss “The Three Pil-
lars of Public Safety and Security” on a more systemic level, 
i.e., the interrelations of their technological, legal, and actuarial 
elements.

First of all and on principle, systems like HAMLeT do not 
collect any biometrically relevant parameters and therefore pre-
serve the anonymity of the observed individuals by their very 

technical design. Only positional data in the corridor are col-
lected for tracking-aided association of chemical or radioactive 
signatures to a distinct carrier. At least in the foreseeable future, 
chemical sensors are not capable to sense olfactory signatures 
characteristic of individuals. HAMLeT is thus “blind for nor-
mal people,” i.e., for the vast majority of persons not carrying 
hazardous materials. Even though false alarms and manual in-
spection of a few remaining persons cannot be avoided, such 
systems may enable “normal” public life without extensive se-
curity checks at an ever increasing number of occasions that 
consider everybody as a suspect. Moreover, multiple sensor 
security assistance systems may seamlessly be embedded in 
public infrastructures making them essentially invisible. Since 
the airflow in public infrastructures, for example, can often be 
modeled fairly well, chemical sensors could be part of the air 
conditioning system of a public building.

There are, however, numerous procedurally and societally 
relevant questions in the context of security assistance systems 
that still have to be answered:

1. How to act when a threat is recognized? This task is by no 
means easy in cases as shown in Figure 2, where any open 
police action is likely to trigger an explosion. This ques-
tion raises the problem of automated or semi-automated ac-
tions involving possibly even lethal effects and serious legal 
problems [39].

2. Which domains of life will be safe and secure? Security as-
sistance systems are opening a security umbrella wherever 
the necessary investments are made. Will countering secu-
rity threats remain the task of public authorities? Will living 
safely and securely remain an affordable public good?

Figure 5. 
Persons walking arbitrarily, one of them with chemicals (snapshot 2). The left plot shows the surveillance corridor, the sensor placement, the signals 
of the chemical sensor platforms, and the person tracks with their carrier potential. The four plots on the right visualize the development of the voltage 
signals over time. The video snapshots show the current person constellation. (© by Fraunhofer FKIE).
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3. How to certify security assistance systems? As demon-
strated by systems such as HAMLeT, certain aspects of 
law-compliance are “in-built” technical features. Is this to 
be formalized to cover more features for wider classes of 
assistance systems? Are there procedures for certification 
and verification?

4. How to standardize security assistance systems? Calcula-
tion of residual risks and design of more intelligent legal 
measures for event prevention and actuarial residual risk 
compensation seem to become possible by standardized 
quality measures and quantitative performance evaluation 
for such systems.

5. What is the legal role of security contractors? New treat 
recognition technologies are likely to change traditional 
roles, since specialized technical understanding and train-
ing are required. In which way do security contractors par-
ticipate in public authority? Who is controlling and limiting 
them in their actions?

6. How to check system integrity? Security assistance systems 
cannot exist in hermetic environments and thus need a sort 
of immune system, since they are predictably targets in 
cyber-attacks or subject to varying and unpredictable condi-
tions or malfunctions and must be capable to reconfigure 
themselves.

At any rate, such questions among others have a significant 
societal and political impact, they involve even psycho-emo-
tional and cultural apprehension, interpretation, and reaction 
patterns, and should therefore be discussed publicly. Interest-
ingly enough, these topics are already present in early science 
fiction novels [40] and recent movies.

It seems worth mentioning that the technical term informa-
tion fusion was coined in George Orwell’s very year 1984 in 
the domain of Aerospace and Electronic Systems, when the first 
attempt to scientifically systematize this emerging technology 
was made [41]. Orwell’s warning “Don‘t let it happen!” may 
call us to think of potential threats to human society that may be 
related to this technology having reached a fairly mature level in 
the meantime. Attempts to identify and to counter undesirable 
developments will have to comprise interdisciplinary efforts by 
engineers, computer scientists, philosophers, sociologists, and, 
last but not least, by lawyers and actuaries, “the engineers of 
ethics” that frame robust legal systems from more theoretical 
ethical insights and calculate residual risks based on statistical 
considerations.

TRENDS IN HUMAN ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS

Selected overall characteristics of multiple sensor assistance sys-
tems and their potential benefits have been described. They es-
sentially provide “cognitive tools” enhancing our mental capabil-
ities to deal with large data streams from heterogeneous sources 
beyond the sensing or memory capabilities “naturally” accessible 
to human beings. Kenneth R. Boff, a well-respected and influen-
tial scientist in human factors engineering [42], puts the notion of 

informational assistance systems for enhancing human capabili-
ties in the much wider perspective of human enhancement engi-
neering and its further development. Already in 2006, he identi-
fied four generations of human factors and ergonomics [43]:

1. Physical fit: Adapt equipment, workplace, and tasks to hu-
man capabilities and limits, which is realized on a rather 
mature level.

2. Cognitive fit: Harmoniously integrate humans, technology, 
and work to enable effective systems (on a growing level of 
technical realization).

3. Neural fit: Amplify human physical and cognitive capabili-
ties to perform work through symbiotic coupling with tech-
nology (emerging technology level).

4. Biological fit: Biologically modify physical and/or cogni-
tive capabilities to maximize human effectiveness (embry-
onic level).

According to Boff’s taxonomy, research and development 
towards multiple sensor security assistance systems as previ-
ously discussed aim at the second generation of human factors 
engineering. It is worthwhile, however, to muse about Boff’s 
thoughts on the third and fourth level and to compare his antici-
pations in the year 2006 with current trends.

1. “Human cognitive and physical capabilities may be en-
hanced well outside the range of normal biological varia-
tion, thereby altering traditional boundary constraints on the 
adaptability of humans in complex system design.” Boff’s 
statement in a scientific journal article 8 years ago is pub-
licly discussed today in quality news magazines [43], [44] 
and seems to become a technological option within reach.

2. “The DARPA Augmented Cognition Program is aimed at 
maximizing human cognitive abilities through the unifica-
tion of humans and computational systems.” The reader of 
this statement might associate tele-operated and partially 
automated unmanned aerial and robotic vehicles or threat 
evaluation and weapon assignment systems which are es-
tablished in military operations.

3. “Never mind restoring impaired cognitive functions, the 
race is on to bring the next Viagra, only this drug will be for 
the brain and will be used to boost cognitive normals into 
a hyper-range of capabilities.” Besides memories of Aldous 
Huxley’s “Brave New World,” where drugs psychologically 
stabilize a dystopic society [45], today’s university and pro-
fessional life is actually confronted with the phenomenon of 
“mental doping” [46].

4. “Predictably enough, the market for cognitive enhancement 
is extremely high. The same market may lead to a new fron-
tier for elective medicine: Cosmetic Neurology.” In view of 
the enormously growing market of cosmetic surgery, Boff’s 
vision of cosmetic neurology for “alpha plus intellectuals” 
according to Huxley taxonomy or, less ambitiously, “the rich 
and beautiful” seems to be not unrealistic an anticipation.
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Apparently, human enhancement engineering seems to be 
detaching themselves from the purposes that have originally 
stimulated the development of human assistance systems, such 
as defense, safety, and security, or, in a more recent step, vehicle 
driver assistance. It is going to penetrate many aspects of hu-
man life, including even “cosmetic” desires, as Boff anticipates. 
Questions may arise, whether it is really desirable to follow the 
technological path Boff predicts, under which preconditions 
pursuing its destination might be ethical at all, or which alterna-
tive destinations should be chosen.

At any rate, technological progress is by no means a “natural” 
process obeying deterministic laws beyond human control. Quite 
in the contrary, future technology is shaped by human beings act-
ing freely at present and being inescapably responsible of their 
actions, wherever and whenever they act, i.e., as decision mak-
ers, sponsors, researchers, system engineers, or end users defin-
ing requirements. The triple strategy with its systemic approach 
of technological, legal, and actuarial measures may be useful in 
this context and counter even risks caused by inconsiderate tech-
nology developments. Much will depend on justly chosen aims 
and on just attitudes to reach them, i.e., on a moral habit that 
is aware of ethical and societal implications to be “encoded” in 
appropriately designed technical and legal design principles and 
systematic, “actuarial” quantification of residual risks and their 
coverage. Not unexpectedly, “meta-technological” thoughts, per-
sonal convictions, and beliefs beyond science and technology are 
quite naturally involved in such debates.

REMARKS ON TECHNO-ROMANTICISM

Boff’s visions, which are based on sober analysis and describe 
apparently possible options, call for a deeper understanding of 
philosophical ideas that consciously or subconsciously may 
drive technological progress towards a direction we might not 
actually want. Considering the attitude towards nature and hu-
man beings that seems to be visible in Boff’s dystopian antici-
pations, the author is reminded of Friedrich Nietzsche who has 
crossed our path in the very beginning: “Hubris is our whole 
attitude to nature nowadays, our violation of nature with the 
help of machinery, and all the unscrupulous ingenuity of our 
scientists and engineers,” he writes in his influential On the 
Genealogy of Morals and continues: “Hubris is our attitude to 
God, that is, to some alleged teleological and ethical spider be-
hind the meshes of the great trap of the causal web. Hubris is 
our attitude to ourselves — for we experiment with ourselves 
in a way that we would not allow with any animal, and with 
pleasure and curiosity open our soul in our living body: what 
matters now to us the salvation of the soul?” [47].

Nietzschean thinking seems to have a strong hidden pres-
ence in modern pop culture shaping a sort of intercultural 
subconscious using technological metaphors and fictional an-
ticipations. In his science fiction movie Blade Runner [48], for 
example, a cult movie retelling the myth of Zeus and his child 
Athena conceived of and birthed from his own mind, the promi-
nent English movie director Sir Ridley Scott (b.1937) stresses 
not only the industrial dimensions of “human enhancement 

engineering,” but provides an explicit reference to Nietzsche 
when explaining the famous last speech of Roy Blatty, a “rep-
licant”: “Philosophically, he is the authentic ‘being’ and Ni-
etzsche’s Mad Man” [49]. Blatty’s functional definition “com-
bat, colonization defense program” is apparently related in a 
sense to the public security topic. But also the phenomenon of 
cinematic “superheroes” and their technological aids show a 
strange connotation to public safety and security and provide a 
direct link to Nietzsche’s Overhuman that is being discussed in 
the contemporary philosophic literature [50].

These societally subconscious philosophical and moral at-
titudes in modern pop culture seem to have their counterparts 
in engineering communities. Looking at human deficiencies 
and the nameless suffering they are inflicting and in search of 
some “superhuman authority,” the mathematician and physi-
cist Sir Roger Penrose (b.1931) asks himself: “Can robots save 
our troubled world?” [51]. If we are to believe in the claims 
of prominent computer scientists, Penrose considers skepti-
cally, the potential of computers and computer-guided robots 
will ultimately exceed our own intelligence: “We could then 
turn to these superior intelligences, they claim, for advice and 
authority in all matters of concern – and the humanity induced 
troubles of the world could at last be resolved.”

In the vision of Overhumans ruling a society of “slaves,” 
human enhancement engineering seems to be a means to reach 
“transhuman” powers. “We can conclude that Nietzsche and the 
transhumanists share many aspects in their general anthropolo-
gies and their values,” summarizes a contemporary philosopher. 
“Their concept bears many significant similarities to that of Ni-
etzsche’s Overhuman” [52]. A leading university text book on 
artificial intelligence speaks of “transhumanism” as an “active 
social movement that looks forward to this future in which hu-
mans are merged with – or replaced by – robotic and biotech 
inventions” and comments dryly: “Suffice it to say that such 
issues present a challenge to most moral theorists, who take the 
preservation of human life and the human species to be a good 
thing” [53]. Currently, even an ongoing process of inserting 
these ideas into a new and globally active political movement 
can be observed [54].

“What idea, if embraced, is the world’s most dangerous 
idea?” asks Francis Fukuyama (b.1952), political scientist, 
in view of this development and answers: “Transhumanism, 
a strange liberation movement, whose crusaders aim at much 
higher than civil right campaigners, feminists, or gay-rights 
advocates. This movement wants nothing less than to liberate 
the human race from its biological constraints” [55]. “Francis 
Fukuyama thinks so,” replies Nick Bostrom  (b.1973), trans-
humanist philosopher and director of the Future of Humanity 
Institute at Oxford University, “but the only real danger it poses 
is to reactionary bioconservativism” [56]. Such visions seem 
to despise human nature altogether with all of its fundamental 
limitations and is opposed to an anthropology that accepts hu-
man nature which in its very polarity (material and spiritual) is 
a good not an evil needing “liberation.”

Quite disturbingly, the very notion of the identity and 
agency of human subjects is at the same time challenged by re-
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cent philosophical strands. “Obviously, the concept of ‘human 
agency’ is a prime example of an essentially contested concept, 
meaning that there is no consent about the content of the no-
tion between different users of the term,” summarizes a recent 
volume on the philosophy of law and technology [57]. In par-
ticular, poststructuralist orientations, often attributed to Michel 
Foucault (1926–1984), who was strongly influenced by Nietzs-
chean thinking, seem to discard the notion of human agency al-
together, declaring the “death of the subject,” or deconstructing 
the subject as a product of textual interpellations according to 
Jacques Derrida (1930–2004).

A powerful technology fallen into the hands of techno-ide-
ologists with strange visions of the future destiny of the “human 
race” can indeed become dangerous. At least Germans know 
only too well what can happen to even educated societies with 
significant cultural achievements, when “black romanticism,” 
fond of technology and Nietzsche, grasps at power. Perhaps we 
can ban these evil spirits by calling them by their very names. In 
this sense, appropriate names for societally subconscious techno-
romanticism seem to be narcissism, megalomania, and above all 
hubris that may seduce our society to “experiment with ourselves 
in a way that we would not allow with any animal” [47].

ON POSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS

Quite obviously, any beneficial use of “cognitive tools” that 
augment human capabilities beyond their “natural” range sen-
sitively depends on a commonly agreed idea of what human 
beings actually are and what is right for them to do, in other 
words, on the very foundations of law. As recalled in the very 
beginning, the notion of an individual human subject born with 
free will, capable of and accountable for deliberate intentional 
action, and the idea of inalienable fundamental rights to which 
a subject is inherently entitled simply because she or he is a hu-
man being are the very hallmarks of Western democracy and the 
basic assumptions of Western legal systems.

Only if these foundations are really clear, commonly agreed 
upon, and societally conscious, their transformation in a legal 
system, the second pillar of the triple strategy for safety and 
security, is possible. The Reflections on the Foundations of Law 
[58] that Benedict XVI presented in the German parliament 
seem worth considering in this context: “To serve right and to 
fight against the dominion of wrong is and remains the funda-
mental task of the politician,” he reminded in 2011 the German 
politicians framing German laws and characterized the present 
situation: “At a moment in history when man has acquired pre-
viously inconceivable power, this task takes on a particular ur-
gency. Man can destroy the world. He can manipulate himself. 
He can, so to speak, make human beings and he can deny them 
their humanity. . . . There is also an ecology of man. Man too 
has a nature that he must respect and that he cannot manipulate 
at will” [59].

All those with care of the common good, one could con-
clude, have the obligation to use their authority not for their 
personal benefit but for the common good. The amassing of 
great quantities of data evidently has a benefit for the safety 

and security element of the common good, but there is a real 
danger of it being converted for private good. The misappro-
priation of the common resource of the data to private gain 
may thus lead to perversions of government such as tyranny or 
oligarchy. Embedded into appropriately framed and truly hu-
man legal structures, however, and along with actuarial residual 
risk assessment, properly designed law-compliant technologies 
such HAMLeT are indeed likely become key modules of com-
prehensive systems that satisfy the quite legitimate desires for 
individual and societal safety and security.

And in a safe and secure and truly human society we may 
harvest the fruits that are only ripening in protected habitats: 
mental liberality, cultural achievements, calculable economic 
and societal processes, social balancing, and stable industries, 
the sources of material prosperity. Therefore, it does not seem 
unrealistic to anticipate a significant need for security assistance 
systems and related “big business” finding its path between the 
Scylla and Charybdis of utopian [60] or dystopian visions [61].

We thus naturally conclude that a modular approach for 
safety and security assistance systems needs to be encouraged 
that explicitly includes legal and other metadata to assess the 
utility-cost-privacy impact for each system module and the 
overall system. Only then we will be able to exploit the rap-
idly increasing number of sensors, volume of information, and 
processing capabilities within a framework that recognized the 
essential need to respect the privacy, dignity, and other funda-
mental rights of the individual.

In view of these considerations, we may reread Schopen-
hauer’s recommendation: “But let our maxim be: for being safe 
and secure, sacrifice to the evil demons! . . . The clearest exam-
ple of this rule is the insurance premium [the triple strategy of 
public safety and security]. . . . It is a sacrifice publicly offered 
up. That means we should not avoid a certain effort of labor, 
time, money, or difficulties to shut the door to the possibility of 
calamities” [62]. 
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